
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Database Module – II  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Data and information are important elements in decision making. As the first basic, there are 

set of data and generated information which supports the decision making process. Accuracy, 

and updated data are the most important requirement for decision making. The urban areas 



are more congested and developing rapidly, therefore the decision making process should be 

purely data driven in order to manage a people friendly environment.  

The project “The State of Sri Lankan Cities 2018” is the first comprehensive assessment of Sri 

Lanka’s recent urban development. It outlines a vision of a better urban future for all Sri 

Lankans supporting the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 11) and New 

Urban Agenda as well as key Government of Sri Lanka strategic documents. It provides an 

analysis of the spatial attributes of Sri Lanka’s urbanization, an overview of its people, functions 

and examines city economies, urban housing, municipal services, urban connectivity and 

municipal transport, climate risk and resilience, and governance. The project was aiming to 

improve evidence-based decision-making in urban planning. The project covered all the nine 

provincial capitals of Sri Lanka Colombo, Ratnapura, Galle, Kandy, Badulla, Kurunegula, 

Anuradhapura, Trincomalee and Jaffna (additional two cities from Colombo district i.e 

Dehiwala MC and Kotte MC).  

There are two main outputs of the project. First is the Publication “The State of Sri Lankan Cities 

2018” (SoSLC) that summarizes key trends, projections and possible government interventions 

on the nine provincial capital cities of Sri Lanka. The report includes ten chapters of data and 

analysis, to provide detailed sectoral assessments of Sri Lanka’s cities and present and 

integrated policy analysis.   

The second output “SoSLC Database” aims to put in place a centralized database that will be 

critical in helping improving evidence-based decision making in urban planning. The database 

will be a platform that displays information through a spatial interface and supported by 

statistical data. The base information of this database will be data that has been utilized in the 

report. This database will be updated primarily by government officials and there will be a part 

of the database portal which will be open to the public. The database will act as a platform to 

store accurate city data and national level data. The stored data can be referred, downloaded, 

comment on, provide suggestions to improve and provide new data by public. The officials and 

decision makers are able to store sensitive data, which will have different levels of pre-defined 

access rights.    

Training on the use of the database will be provided to all cities at different levels depending 

on the user roles. All cities are encouraged to maintain the database with regularly updated 

city specific data which meets an accepted standard.   

Authorized city Admin is responsible in managing the city page and city data encoders will 

perform data entering in respective city page.  

 

 

 

About the training manual 



This module is aiming to provide detail information on SoSLC database management. It 

includes the publicly accessible database “frontend” as well as the limited authorized database 

“admin panel” functionalities. The module will cover following areas in detail. 

 Introduction to Database frontend 

 Introduction to Database admin panel 

 How to import/export data using the online database. 

 How to analyse and integrate spatial database layers for informed decision making 

 How to apply policies and legislation in combination with spatial data mapping analysis, 

and use them for decision making. 

In the first step of the module you will learn 

1. Database front end – common section 

2. Database frontend login 

3. Frontend data download and use 

In the second part of the manual you will elaborate your knowledge on 

1. Database admin panel functionalities 

2. Admin panel Data management 

3. Admin panel mapping management 

In the third part of the module you will extend your knowledge on, 

1. Apply policies and legislation in combination with statistical data/spatial data mapping 

analysis, and use them for decision making. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 1 – Know the databases 



Rather than a normal website, we can identify this system as an online database, with set of 

rich dataset which is continuously updated in city level and national level. It is mainly consists 

with two major parts. Elaboration of the database system is as below, 

 

Database frontend 

This is the user interface of the database, or application that enables accessing, data stored 

within the database. There are main two parts in the SOSLC database as, 

1. Open access database  

2. Login database. 

Open Access database frontend 

Any user can access the database following the link www.soslc.lk  

The database is consisted with a main home page, city pages, city data comparing page, data 

downloading facilitated page and Professional publications and discussion facilitated page 

mainly. The front end is facilitating the user to upgrade the database through reporting data 

errors and forwarding suggestions, comment on data and any relevant field in the database 

and also to request information contacting the database admin. The database is rich with 

statistical information, spatial data, elaborations and descriptions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Frontend Login Database 

SOSLC database

Frontend

Public section

login section

Admin panel

Data Encoder login

Mapping Admin login

Admin login

Supper Admin login

Activity 1 – Individual (Estimated time - 15 min) 

Surf through the web pages and get familiarized with the database.  

 

http://www.soslc.lk/


This section access is limited to only sign in users. Once a user create a user account in the 

database, the database provides access to categorized information available in the database 

which is not accessible to public users. This is facilitated to secure sensitive data uploaded in 

the database.  

Database admin panel 

The data base admin panel (web site user login and data managing space) is primarily holding 

four main user access levels. They are, 

1. Supper Admin login (Data and Maps) 

2. Mapping Admin login (Maps) 

3. Admin login (Data/Map) 

4. Data Encoder login  

Supper admin login 

This level of the user is the top most level in the hierarchy. The Supper admin hold the access 

to all other user levels and there are no restriction or limitations in creating, editing and 

developing data in the admin panel. The changes which the supper admin is making is 

published in the front end without any approval. The super admin authority overrides all user 

levels with full right to the data base. Importantly it is the supper admin who hold the authority 

to create/ Edit/ delete users and assign roles. This designated administrator will not involve in 

day to day activities of the database.   

Mapping admin login 

This level of user login is the top level of spatial data management in the database. The 

user/users are responsible for all three spatial data areas in the database (Thematic map 

section, Land use map section and Urban expansion map section). The mapping Admin hold 

the access to Geosurver. The officer/officers who are appointed to the role should be 

responsible and handle the data carefully.    

Admin login 

This is the second level of the hierarchy. There are two main categories and two sub categories 

in this level. They are, 

 

 

 

 

 

Admin

Data Admin

Institutional level City Level

Mapping Admin

Institutional Level City Level



1. Data Admin (Institutional level) - will access to one or multiple cities. Responsible on 

statistical data 

2. Data Admin (City Level) – Will access to one city. Responsible on statistical data 

3. Mapping Admin (Institutional level) – Will access to one or multiple cities. Responsible 

on map data 

4. Mapping Admin (City Level) – Will access to one city. Responsible on map data 

Admin level user will be assigned to a city or multiple cities depending on the requirement. The 

level role override all the provisions of “data encoder”. Admin is also responsible for approving 

the posts and data entered by the data encoder to the assigned city or cities, creating and 

editing master forms to the assigned city or cities and uploading relevant data files to the 

database.  

Specified Admin level users who hold an adequate knowledge on mapping, are assigned to 

manage the spatial data in the database as Mapping Admins. 

Data encoder login 

This level of user is playing the role of an encoder. They can view specified city forms. The user 

is responsible data entering in specified city or cities with limited access to assigned forms. 

 

Database admin panel user login 

Following the link to the admin panel of the database (http://www.soslc.lk/admin), the user 

will find a window on a graphical user interface (GUI) to enter a user name and a password 

which should be pre-defined by the supper admin. After the first user login, the user can 

change the password according to personal preference through “My profile”. The user 

essentially should upload a profile picture to the account (Image size – 125px to 125px.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.soslc.lk/admin


 Admin Panel Functionalities 

  

Main pages 

All the main pages in the frontend database are managed through main pages option. All the 

banner images should be uploaded considering given pixel sizes as it fit the frontend user 

efficiency levels. Trilingual descriptions should be provided in each given space with correct 

spellings and grammar. 

Functionality management and responsibilities are assigned to supper Admin level user/users. 

 

 

 

Manage main web pages in the frontend. Access limited to Supper admin level 

Manage general database settings and map space settings. Access limited to Supper 

admin level and Mapping Admin level 

Allow to manage province, districts and city pages. Access limited to Supper admin level 

and Admin level for data modification 

Create master forms and input data to city pages.  

Edit partners in the frontend. Access limited to Supper admin level 

Manage main chapter categories in the frontend. Access limited to Supper admin level 

Manage News and posts in home page in the frontend. Access limited to Supper admin 

level 
Manage downloadable data uploading the frontend. Access limited to Supper admin 

level 

Manage inquiries and public comments. Access limited to Supper admin level 



Settings 

Settings section is divided in to three main parts as bellow.  

1. General settings – only accessible for supper admin level. This section facilitate to 

manage the main settings in the database. 

 

2. Land use map layer settings –Accessible for Supper Admin level and Mapping Admin 

levels. This section allow to link the geo server to the database land use map section 

and add new land use map layers to cities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Urban Expansion map layer settings - Accessible for Supper Admin level and Mapping 

Admin levels. The urban expansion maps section settings are managed through this 

section. Same as land use maps, geo server is connected with the urban expansion 

maps through this section. This allows to add and edit map layers in the database.  

 

Area Manage 

Through area manage section, provincial, district and city levels are defined. Provincial level 

and district level edits are only accessible to super admin level. City manage level is available 

to super admin level and to admin level, with limitations. Admin level will grant the access only 

to assigned city or cities.  

 

 

 

 



City manage actions 

User can edit city page, manage city data forms/land use maps/urban expansion maps and 

city thematic maps using this section.  

Edit option 

 

Data which is given in this page is visualized in respective city page in the frontend. All the text 

should be give trilingual with correct grammar and spellings and banner pixel sizes should be 

taken in to consideration before uploading a banner image.  The city page map section 

specifications are also included in this option. 

Forms 

Forms are created to visualize data with graphs and information in city pages. Once a master 

form defines a frame to visualize data, user can enter data to the master form. Primarily, the 

user should define the respective city and data valid year. Once data is entered, it can be 

edited, and provide with descriptions and data source through this section. For respective city 

data, separate data form is crated in each city form set. Admin user or Super Admin should 

approve the data and descriptions before it get published in the front end.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



City form discriptions and data edditing  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The descriptions provided in this section are city specific and should be more relevant to 

specific data and more elaborative. The description can describe the situation comparing the 

data with actual ground situation and other information if necessary. 

 

 

 

The data user should be eligible to understand the data with ease, and extend the ease in 

decision making following the descriptions provided here. As this data sections are providing 

more comparable and latest data, if the user need any past data records, the link to relevant 

bulk data set (which must be uploaded to “Archives” section in the database) can be added 

using the following cord.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Area to provide 

trilingual description 

on data 

Area to provide data 

source 

Area to edit dataset 

<a href=”www.micro/com/dow/1.pdf” target=”blank”>Download the file</a> 

Link to the bulk data set, which 

is uploaded in Archives section 
This text part will appear in the front end 

as a ink to bulk dataset 

E.g. Temperature and rainfall data elaboration graph – The description can include city 

specific reasons which are correlated with the temperature pattern, details on 

consequences, disasters and mitigation measures 

http://www.micro/com/dow/1.pdf


Land use 

The data graphs and tables in land use map section is managed through “Land use” option. 

Required values should be pre calculated and entered to the specified space. (Refer module 3 

for more details)  

 

Urban Expansion 

Data and graphs in urban expansion map section is managed through this section. As in Land 

use map section, the values must be pre defied and entered to the database. User is facilitated 

to add new urban expansion years to upgrade the dataset. (Refer module 3 for more details)  

  

 

 

 



City map 

This is the space which the thematic map sections in each city page is managed. User can link 

number of map layers to the database thematic map section through geo server. (Refer 

module 3 for more details) 

 

 

Master forms 

Master forms are the main option which create the frame of data visualization graphs in city 

pages. Super admin level and admin levels are holding the ability to create new master forms 

and to edit/ modify existing master forms. Data encoder can access to inserting data to the 

master form.  

The user need to define the master form as the first step (Follow the “Add new” button). Any 

alteration or edit in the master form will affect the entered data in all cities using the master 

form. Deleting the master form delete all the data entered using the master form in every city. 

Deleting the master form delete all the data entered using the master form in every city. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Define new master form 

Adding new form includes main three sections. General section (defines the data layer name 

and location), Section two (defines the suitable chart type and axis names) and Meta setting 

section.  

General section and section two of the master form definition  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type the form name (This will 

appear as the title of the graph). 

This should not include any city 

name. It is common to all the 

cities Ex- Population growth 

rate/rainfall… 
 

Drag and drop the “# Number” 

button to the form field area. 

(This will allow to define the 

graph fields and save the edits) 

Type the form tags (This will 

define the “X axis” of the graph) 
 

Select the respective chapter  

Define the status of the data 

form  

Define the user group which 

hold the access to the form 

Mention if there are important 

note to consider in use of the 

form (ex: - Data unit/ data 

source/level of data security) 

Select the most suitable data 

visualizing type 

Select the legend position if the 

chart needs 

Define the axis titles  



Meta data setting section  

Meta title and keywords are used in web browsing, to specify the site in web surfing. It should 

be specific and short. We can add the highly ranked limited number of meta keywords and it 

is beater to separate them with a dash ( | ) mark. 

Each Meta description should be a short summary of the content it’s attached to. It is better 

to explain the data form, source and other elements in a clear and concise manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Master Form – (Defining a Master Form) Elaboration  

 

 

 

 

 



Form Fields 

This section in the form provide the ability to define the fields in the graph. The data is entered 

according to the fields. The space is provided to add multiple fields. This section cannot be kept 

empty.  

Preview – Empty Form Field 

 

Preview – New Form Field to Define 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type the title in the field (do not 

copy and paste in the field 

 

Tick on the check box if this filed should 

essentially filled in the data entry 
Save or Clear the field  

 

Type the name of the filed as it 

should appear in the front end 

 

Optional to add a help text 

 

Optional to add a Placeholder  

 



Preview – Filling the form and saving 

“Label” field and the “Name” field should be filled essentially. The text in to the fields should 

be manually typed (do not copy paste). For different field, separate number forms should be 

filled and saved. 

Preview – Once the required fields are saved 

The field name can be edited any time after saving. Also the order of the fields can be re 

ordered and switched through edit. It is the text which will appear in the front end with the 

graph data. 

 

 



Form Tags 

The tags are defining the “X” axis of the graph. The fields are grouped according to the tags. 

Multiple number of tags can be added accordingly to the data set. If you keep the tag section 

empty, the data set will priorities according to years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tags - The Chart in the Front End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example – Original Data Set 

 

 

Head of the household and average household size by sex of the household head and MC/UC - 2012   
      

Provincial city  Male headed households  
 Female headed 

households  

Anuradhapura 
                                    9,446                        

2,826  

   

National average 74.8  25.2  

Tag name given in the admin panel 

Field name given in the admin panel 

Tags given in the admin panel 

Fields given in the admin panel 



Chapters 

There are pre-defined chapters in the admin panel, which will categories the data in to a 

common platform in the front end. According to the data which will be uploaded to the master 

form, the chapter should be selected from the dropdown list.  

Ex-  Data    Chapter 

Population   – Demography chapter 

 Monthly income levels – Economy chapter 

 Flood levels    – Environment chapter 

List of Chapters 

Chapter Levels Visualization in the Front End 

 

 
Activity 2 – Individual - Publish the given dataset in database creating a new master 

form (Estimated time – 1 h 30 min) 



Partner manage 

This section allows to update the list of partners mentioned in the “About” section in the 

front end. Access to this section is limited only to the supper admin level user. Partner 

descriptions, logo and other details are managed in this section.  

 

Chapter manage 

The statistical data in each city page is categorized in few main chapters, as it ease the front 

end user to find the necessary data. Currently there are eight chapters as, Demography, 

Economy, Education, Environment, Housing, Municipal services, Transport and Urban 

governance.  Descriptions in this section are also needed to be given trilingual with correct 

spellings and grammar.  

 

 

 



News and post manage 

There is a section in the front end to visualize updated news and posts in the home page. User 

can update and upload number of resent news segments using “New and post manage” 

section. Only supper admin level hold the accessibility and all the descriptions should be 

provided trilingual with accurate spellings and grammar.  

 

 

Publication mange 

The publication section holds all the downloadable data files in the front end. This is managed 

in this section. Admin panel user can upload bulk sets of data in this section, with descriptions 

as the frontend user can manage to find the necessary data and get it downloaded. The 

descriptions should be provided trilingual with accurate spellings and grammar. Only supper 

admin mapping admin and data admin levels hold the access to this option.  

 



Inquiries 

Inquiries which are submitted through “Tell Us” potion in the front end of the database are 

recorded in this section. Supper admin level user is holding the access to this section and 

recorded inquiries should be immediately attained.   

 

 

 

 

Map data managing  

To be attached   


